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If RSM service runs as 'system' user, large-scale-dso jobswill fail

Heterogeneous Cluster configuration

Limitation: Currently heterogeneous cluster (with both linux and windows nodes) is not supported.
This is due to the shared drive requirement.

Related Topics

Large Scale DSO for Parametric Analysis

Known Issues for Large Scale DSO

Cluster configuration (shared drive requirement): The input files (project, etc.) must be present on
a shared drive that is accessible from every node of the cluster.

Note: this item is actually listed as a requirement.

Related Topics

Large Scale DSO for Parametric Analysis

Troubleshooting for Large Scale DSO

(LINUX only) Deployment/Installation errors (such asmainsoft related or related to deployment
configuration) are not captured. If there is such an issue, Large Scale DSO job will fail without
useful messages in the logs

Report-based extraction failsmysteriously if traces and parametric-setup are not 'prepared' as per
the Getting Started guides.

Job monitoring and control

Job Abort: When a Large Scale DSO job is aborted, all results are lost (this will be fixed in R14
patch)

Job re-start: There is no provision for stopping and re-starting a job. A new job does not reuse
solved results - always solves all rows in the table. So an abort or failure of a job re-starts from the
beginning, unless a new parametric table with the unsolved rows is created

Job outcome

Job status: The exit code of job doesn't indicate success or failure correctly. The error messages
frommultiple log files needs to be combined to determine the reason for failure. In many situations,
the reason for a failure is apparent only after re-running the job after turning ON the 'debug logging'
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In some LINUX scenarios, the analysis appears to finish successfully with valid results, except that
the exit code is '134'. In this case, although the exit is abnormal, the failed exit code can be ignored

Load Balancing: For models with 'unbalanced variations table' (i.e. variations that take
considerably different amount of time to solve are clustered in few regions of table), job will take
longer time to solve than a Regular DSOas the job's overall completion time is determined by the
slowest solving region.

Workaround: rearrange the rows in the parametric table so that each region takes a similar time to
solve

GMSpecifics: themodel used for 'Report-based extractor' jobs is NOT compatible with the
'ANSYS-extractor-for-GM' jobs. A valid model for ANSYS-extractor-for-GM cannot contain any of:
reports, overlay plots, Optimetrics calculations.

Related Topics

Large Scale DSO for Parametric Analysis

Interactive Scheduler Jobs
This document includes information, guidelines, and caveats for users running interactive
scheduler jobs on Linux.

In most cases jobs run under a scheduler run as a batch job. These jobsmay be submitted using
the ANSYS Electromagnetics Desktop job submission GUI, using cluster job submission
commands on a command line or using a cluster GUI, if available.

Some customers use an alternativemethod for submission of scheduler jobs. For convenience, we
call such jobs "interactive scheduler jobs". In this approach, the user submits an interactive job to
the scheduler. From the interactive job prompt, the user launches an ANSYS Electromagnetics
Desktop product, which starts in interactive (GUI) mode, not batchmode. The user selects a
project and then runs one or more analysis commands using theGUI. The intent is that these
analysis commands should use all resources allocated to the job, whether on the same host as the
GUI or on other hosts.

This approach is supported on Linux, where the user may set up an XWindow System server for
interacting with the ANSYS Electromagnetics Desktop product GUI. The user needs to configure
the cluster environment and/or the interactive environment so that the user may view and interact
with the product GUI. This approach is not supported onMicrosoft Windows.

Specifying Options for Interactive Scheduler Jobs

DSOConfiguration for Interactive Scheduler Jobs

Design TypeOptions for Interactive Scheduler Jobs
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Specifying Options for Interactive Scheduler Jobs

Batch scheduler jobs use command line options for specifying options rather thanGUI controls. For
interactive scheduler jobs, optionsmay be specified on the command line, using GUI controls, or
obtained from the registry. Themachines specified in theConfigurations tab of theHPC and
Analysis Options dialog will be ignored for interactive scheduler jobs. If the command line used to
launch the product contains a list of specificmachines (using option -machinelist list=...), then the
job will use the specifiedmachines and cores. If the command line used to launch the product does
not contain a specificmachine list, then themachines and cores allocated to the job by the
scheduler will be used for the job. In general, the job distribution settings for interactive scheduler
jobs should be specified on the command line, instead of using theHPC and Analysis Options
dialog.

l TheUI shows the settings that will be used for analysis, even if they come from the
command line, not the registry.

l If youmake changes to the settings in the UI, and the changed settingswill be used for the
analysis, even if the changed settings conflict with the command line (including
batchoptions).

l If youmakes no changes to the settings in the UI, then the command line settings (including
batchoptions) will be used for analysis.

Batchoptions settingswhich are automatically generated for batch jobs submitted using the
AnsysEM job submission GUI will need to bemanually included in the product command line.
Some use cases require that certain settings bemade on the command line when the product is
launched, rather than using theGUI.

Batchoptions for Interactive Scheduler Jobs

For interactive scheduler jobs, only a limited set of batchoptions are supported. These batchoptions
correspond to the DSOconfiguration options, the batchoptions corresponding the design type
options, and the following additional options for each design type:

l NumCoresPerDistributedTask
l RAMLimitPercent
l RAMLimitPerCoreInGB
l SolveAdaptiveOnly
l TotalNumOfCores

Any other batchoptionswill result in a warningmessage and will be ignored.

Example

Command Line:

ansysedt -batchoptions " 'TempDirectory'='C:\\TEMP'
'HFSS/SelectedDSOConfiguration'='Local'
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'Desktop/Settings/ProjectOptions/DoAutoSave'=1
'LargeScaleDSO/MaxFolderInMB'=100 "

WarningMessage:

The following sections includemore detailed information on these issues.

DSO Configuration for Interactive Scheduler Jobs

When running an interactive scheduler job, there is only one DSOconfiguration available for each
design type. Each configuration is named "Interactive Scheduler Job". This configuration is always
the active configuration for an interactive scheduler job. and it is the only configuration displayed in
the list of available configurations shown in the "HPC and Analysis Options" dialog. No
configurations can be added or removed, but the "Interactive Scheduler Job" configurationmay be
modified using the "Edit" button, which pops up the "Analysis Configuration" dialog.

Because the "Interactive Scheduler Job" configuration is the only configuration accessible for
interactive scheduler jobs and it is not accessible in other modes, there is no sharing of the
"Interactive Scheduler Job" configuration settingswith other modes.
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Onemajor difference between interactive scheduler mode and batchmode or normal interactive
mode is:

l In interactive scheduler mode, DSOconfiguration settings and design type options in the UI
override command line options and batchoptions.

l When not in interactive scheduler mode, DSOconfiguration settings and design type options
specified on the command line (including batchoptions) override UI settings.

Analysis Configuration - Machines Tab

Themost obvious changes for interactive scheduler jobs are visible in theMachines tab of the
Analysis Configuration dialog. The grid of machine information is prepopulated with the list of
machines allocated to the job. It also contains an additional column in interactive scheduler mode.
This column, "Allocated Cores", indicates the number of cores allocated to the job by the scheduler
on each host. You cannot add or removemachines from the list, or modify the allocated cores for
anymachines. You canmodify the tasks, cores or RAM limit for anymachine, or specify that a
machine is enabled or disabled.
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Analysis Configuration - Job Distribution Tab

The Job Distribution tab of theAnalysis Configuration dialog only appears if the "Use
Automatic Settings" check box is not checked. The state of this check box, and the settings shown
on this tab are initialized from the command line or from the registry. The command line options that
affect the "Use Automatic Settings" check box or the job distribution settings are:

l -distributed
l -local
l -auto
l -machinelist

The registry contains the last value of these settings for an interactive scheduler job for the same
user on the same host. Settings on the command line override settings from the registry. Any
changes in the GUI will override the initial settings, even if the initial settings are from the command
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line. Any changes in the GUI also update the registry settings for the "Interactive Scheduler Job"
configuration for the current design type.

Example

Command line:

ansysedt -distributed includetypes=default maxlevels=2 numlevel1=3

Initial "Job Distribution" settings:

Analysis Configuration - Options Tab

You can use theOptions tab of theAnalysis Configuration dialog to examine or modify the
DSOconfiguration options. The DSOconfiguration options are handled like the design type
options, except that the Interactive Scheduler Job configuration settings are not shared with other
modes.

The settings on this tab are initialized from the command line (using the -batchoptions command
line option) or from the registry. The registry contains the last value of these settings for an
interactive scheduler job for the same user on the same host. Settings on the command line
override settings from the registry. Any changes in the GUI will override the initial settings, even if
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the initial settings are from the command line. Any changes in the GUI also update the registry
settings for the "Interactive Scheduler Job" configuration for the current design type.

Example

Command line:

ansysedt -batchoptions 'HFSS/AllowOffCore'=0

Initial Analysis Configuration Options:

Design Type Options for Interactive Scheduler Jobs

You can use the Options tab of theHPC and Analysis Options dialog to examine or modify the
design type options. The settings on this tab are initialized from the command line (using the -
batchoptions command line option) or from the registry. The registry contains the last value of
these settings for the same user on the same host. Settings on the command line override settings
from the registry. Any changes in the GUI will override the initial settings, even if the initial settings
are from the command line. Any changes in the GUI also update the registry settings for the current
design type.

These settings are shared between interactive scheduler mode and other modes.

Example

Command Line:

-batchoptions 'HFSS/HPCLicenseType'='Pack'

Initial Design Type Options:
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Distribution Command Line Options
The user should include options specifying how the job should be distributed in the command line.
These command line optionswill override options specified using the HPC and Analysis Options
dialog or obtained from the registry. See Running ANSYS Electronics Desktop from a command
line for more information on command line options.

For both scheduler batch jobs and interactive scheduler jobs, the -MachineList num=<num
distributed tasks> format is themost commonway to specify the number of tasks for the job. The
other formats (-MachineList list=... or -MachineList file=...) allow the user to specify the number of
tasks and cores to use on each host. These formatsmay be useful with clusters of heterogeneous
machines, by allowing the user to specify different numbers of tasks or cores for different hosts. If
either of the latter two formats is used, the user must ensure that the hosts and cores specified on
the product command line are compatible with the hosts and cores allocated to the job.

Batchoptionsmay be specified in the command line used to launch the product. Any valid
batchoptions specified in the command line will override the associated registry settings.
Batchoptions also override options specified using HPC and Analysis Options dialog or other
dialogs used to specify options.

Setting the Number of Cores per Distributed Task
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When submitting a job using the ANSYS Electromagnetics Desktop job submission GUI, the
number of cores per distributed task for a job is specified using the batchoption with pathname
'DesignType/NumCoresPerDistributedTask', where DesignType is the Design Type to analyze.
The batchoption setting is automatically included in the product command line when the job is
submitted to the scheduler.

For interactive scheduler jobs, the user must include the associated batchoption setting or settings
in the product command line when the product is launched. Multiple batchoption settings are
required if the user analyzesmultiple design types using the same product process. Batchoptions
are the only way to specify this setting for batch jobs. For Interactive Scheduler Jobs, there is an
alternative to using the NumCoresPerDistributedTask batchoption. The user may specify the total
number of tasks and the total number of cores for eachmachine using theMachines tab of the
Analysis Configuration dialog. TheEdit button in theHPC and Analysis Optionsmay be
used to open the "Analysis Configuration" dialog for the "Interactive Scheduler Job"
configuration.

Setting the Ram Limit Per Core in GB

When cores and RAMper core are requested, the cores could be allocated in an arbitrary/non-
uniformway across nodes that themselves could be non-uniform/heterogeneous. For example,
nodes could range from 4 cores to 20 cores and from 64GB to 384GB. In such environments, the
RAMpercentage set in the HPC configuration, Job Submission Compute Resources, or batch
optionmay not be appropriate. In such cases, you can use the batchoption for
RAMLimitPerCoreInGB. This setting specifies theMaximumamount of RAMused for each core
allocated by the scheduler in GB. This batchoption cannot b e combined with RAM limit percent
and is only valid when solving in a Linux scheduler environment.

The scheduler GUI automatically passes this new batch option instead of percent limit. From a
scheduler GUI, such a request is available only for auto.

You can also use this new batch option for command line submission. The desktop does the
computations and passes the percent limit to product/solver.

Setting the Remote Spawn Command Option to Scheduler

When submitting a job using the AnsysEM job submission GUI, the Remote SpawnCommand for
an analysismay be specified using the batchoption with pathname
'DesignType/RemoteSpawnCommand', where DesignType is the Design Type to analyze. The
Remote SpawnCommand setting is onlymeaningful when running on the LinuxOperating
System. The value 'Scheduler' is valid if the job is a scheduler job running under an LSF or SGE
scheduler, and only if theMPI Vendor is 'Intel'. To specify the value 'Scheduler' for this option for an
interactive scheduler job, the Remote SpawnCommandmust be specified using the
'DesignType/RemoteSpawnCommand' batchoption in the product command line when the
product is launched. In addition, the 'DesignType/MPIVendor' batchoptionmust be specified with
value 'Intel' in the product command line when the product is launched. For interactive scheduler
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